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Let R be a commutative hereditary ring with total quotient ring K, and let kI: 
be a projective, separable K-algebra. We call an R-subalgebra A of 22 an 
in 2 if A is a module-finite R-algebra and AK = 2. We call A a max 
in 2 if A is not properly contained in any R-order in 2. We show that every 
subalgebra A of Z, which is integral over R and AK = A’, is an R-order in 2, 
it follows that every R-order is contained in a maximal order. We also show that 
every maximal order is a hereditary ring, and in Theorems 3.1 I and 3.12 we 
determine the structure of hereditary orders in terms of maximal in 
results analogous to those of Robson and Jacobinski for orders over ind 
domains. 
One motivation for a study of hereditary orders is that the authors show [‘7J 
that any module-finite hereditary algebra is a direct sum of an Artinian ring and 
a hereditary order over a commutative hereditary ring. This result along with 
the results on the structure of hereditary orders developed in this paper show 
that the structure of hereditary module-finite algebras is surprisingly similar 
to that of the classical hereditary orders. 
The Pierce sheaf representation is a major tool in utilizing the classical theory 
of orders over Dedekind domains since the stalks in the Pierce representation 
of a commutative hereditary ring are Dedekind. However, t!he lack of the as- 
cending chain condition presents obstacles not overcome by this representation. 
Much of this paper is concerned with overcoming the fact that orders over 
hereditary commutative rings need not be Noetherian and with showing that 
these orders do have certain surprising finiteness conditions. 
The first section is preliminary. Section 2 is totally devoted to showing that 
integral subalgebras of ,Z+ are module-finite. The third section gives the structure 
of maxima! and hereditary orders. 
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1. PRELIMINARIES 
A. Background results. 
All rings we shall consider contain an identity which is preserved under any 
ring homomorphism; all modules are unitary. Throughout R denotes a commu- 
tative ring with total quotient ring K, and Z denotes a projective, separable 
K-algebra. A faithful R-subalgebra /l of 2 will be called an R-order in 2 if fl, 
is finitely generated and LlK = Z. An example of an R-order is the group ring 
R[G] of a finite group G whose order is a regular element of R; then R[G] 
is an R-order in the projective, separable K-algebra K[q. Note that when L’I 
is an R-order in .Z, ,Z is a classical quotient ring of /l and that since /l C 2, 
/l OR K can be identified with /lK in the usual manner. The R-order ii is called 
a maximal or& in Z if it is not properly contained in any other R-order in 2. 
A major tool in this paper is the Pierce representation of a ring T and of a 
T-module M [14]. Since extended use is made of this representation throughout 
this paper, it will be described here. The Boolean ring of central idempotents of T 
is denoted B(T), and SpecB(T) is denoted by X(T) or just X if there is no 
chance of confusion. The space X is a totally disconnected, compact Hausdorff 
space. Pierce’s sheaf has X as its base space and has T, = T/XT as the stalk at x 
for x E X. If  r E T, then Y, denotes the image of Y in the stalk T, . The ring T 
is then isomorphic to the ring of global sections of this sheaf. Modules over T 
have analogous sheaf representations. If  r E T, then sup(r) = {x E X : 7, # O,} 
is called the support of Y. The support of a T-module M is the union of the 
supports of its elements and is denoted sup(M). For an open-closed subset V 
of X the central idempotent whose support is V is called the associated idem- 
potent of v. 
I f  T is commutative, then more can be said about Pierce’s sheaf representation. 
If  x E X, then x is the set of all idempotents in some prime ideal of T; conversely, 
the set of all idempotents in a prime ideal of T is a maximal ideal of B(T). 
Two prime ideals of T are in the same connected component of Spec(T) if and 
only if they contain the same element of X; in fact X can be obtained as the space 
of connected components of Spec(T) with the quotient topology [ 181. Each T, 
is indecomposable. 
For properties of separable algebras we refer the reader to [S]. In particular, 
we shall use the facts that any separable, projective K-algebra is module-finite 
[S, Proposition 2.1, p. 471, and that any central separable K-algebra is 
K-projective [.5, Theorem 3.4, p. 521. We shall also use the proposition proved 
below, which states that for a module-finite R-algebra A, separability is a local 
property. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. A module-Jinite R-algebra A is a separable R-algebra if and 
only if A, is a separable Rx-algebra fov every x E X(R). 
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PROOF. (3) If  A is a separable R-algebra, then A, g A OR 
RX-algebra [5, Proposition 1.6, p. 431. 
(F> Let p be a prime ideai of R and let x be the set of idempotents in p. 
Then x E X(R) and xA CpA. Since A, = A/z4 and A,$4 
AlpA is a separable R/p-algebra for every prime ideal p 
[5, Theorem 7.1, p. 721 that A is a separable R-algebra. 
IVhile in general Z will be any projective, separable K-algebra, often, for 
example when A is a hereditary or maximal order, we can reduce tc the speck! 
case in which ,Z is a central separable K-algebra. The following local characteri- 
zation of the center will be useful. 
PROPOSITIQ~ 1.2. Let A be a jinitely generated R-algebra. These the cent@ 
cf A, Z(A), is R if and only if Z(A,) = R, for aR x E X(R). 
of. (x=) If  a E Z(A), then a, E Z(A,,) = R, for a11 x E X( 
a 
(3) If  A is a central R-algebra then Z(A,) 3 R, . I f  a, E Z(A,), then zbere 
exists a(xj E A such that (a(x)), = a, and (a(x))s(ai)z = (a&(a(x)j,, for all 
generators aL of A. Using standard sheaf arguments we obtain a’ E A such that 
(a’), = a, and a’ E Z(A) = R. Hence ai = a, E R, and Z(A,) = R, I 
A commutative ring is called p.p. if p rincipal ideals are projective. Berg,man 
[3] has characterized p.p. rings in terms of their Pierce sheaf representations 
in the foIlowing proposition: 
P~o~oerr~ow 1.3. Let R be a commutati?;e ring with total quotient ring K. 
The fol1owiizg statemelzts aye equivalent. 
(i) R isp.p. 
(ii) The support in X(R) of any element of R is open-closed, and each .R, 
IS an inte,yraE domain with total quotient r&g Kz 
(iii) k7 is von ziVeumann regular, an.d all idem)oterafs of 6 lie in R. 
For the remainder of this section we will assume that R is ~.p. Under tl-nij 
assumption, if (1 is an R-order in a central separable K-algebra Z, then B(A) == 
B(Z) = B(K) = B(R). The last two equalities hold by the above proposition 
plus the fact that the center of Z is K. Since AK = EC, if e is a central idempotenr 
of A, then e is in the center of z1; thus the first equality holds. 
representation of A over X(A) is the same (even as sets) as the Pierce representa- 
tion of A as an R-module over X(R), since X(A) = X(R) and A, = L!/xA. 
A similar result holds for the Pierce representation of Z over ,Y(L’) = X(K) = 
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X(R). Thus in the special case where A is a central separable K-algebra there is 
no ambiguity in the following diagram. 
By Propositions 1.1 and 1.2 Zz is a central separable KG-algebra, and A, is an 
R,-order in & . 
When 2 is a projective, separable K-algebra which is not K-central, we will 
still represent ,Z as an algebra over X(R) = X(K). Then Z;, = A BKKG is 
a projective, separable K,-algebra, and A, is an R,-order in ,Zz . Wowever, the 
representation of ,Z over X(K) will, in general, be different from the representa- 
tion of Z over X(Z). 
The following proposition gives a local criterion for being a maximal order. 
PROPOSITION 1.4. An R-order A in .A’ is a maximal R-order in 2Y if and only 
if A, is a maximal R,-order in &for each x E X(R). 
Proof. (+) If  A g r for another R-order r, then for some x E X(R), 
A, & I’, . This contradicts the fact that A, is a maximal order. 
(+) Suppose that A is a maximal order and that A, is not maximal in Z;, for 
some x E X(R). Then A, ,C Aj: 2 Z;, for an R,-order Aj: . Let MR be a finitely 
generated R-submodule of Z such that Mz = Aj: , assuming without loss of 
generality that A C M. Let g, ,..., g, be the generators for the module M over R, 
with a subset generating A over R. At x we have the equations (gi),(gj), = 
‘& (rijk)z(gk)2 for 1 < i, j < n with ri3R E R, since Aj: is an R,-algebra. These 
equations hold in an open-closed neighborhood of x with associated idempotent e. 
I f  h, = eg, , then h,hj = ZIG Yijkhk . Thus A’ = A + C h,R is an R-order 
containing A. Since A is a maximal order A’ = A, which contradicts the fact 
that Aj, 2 A, . Thus A, must be a maximal order. 1 
The next proposition shows that A is close to being p.p. when R is p.p.; 
A need not actually be p.p., even when R is an integral domain. 
PROPOSITION 1.5. Let R be p.p. and let A be an R-order in 22 The supports 
of elements of 2 are open-closed subsets of X(R). Furthermore, the support of any 
Jinitely generated right (left) ideal of A is an open-closed subset of X(R). 
Proof. Let u E E, then sup(a) = sup(Ku). Since K is von Neumann regular, 
Kg II Ke where e is an idempotent of K (and hence of Ii). Thus sup(a) = 
sup(Ke) = sup(e) which is open-closed by Proposition 1.3. 
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If 1 is a finitely generated right ideal of A with generators g, ,... en 
SUP(I) = vi sup(gJ, and hence sup(I) is an open-closed subset of 
The next proposition describes a way of obtaining further R-orders in .Z 
from a given R-order in E, furthermore, these orders behave properly locally, 
First note that since .Z is a module-finite, separable K-algebra, a stalkwise 
argument shows that Z is a regular ring. 
PRoPosrTIoN 1.6. If  A4 is a Jiuitely generate& projective right A-~brno~~~~ 
of 22 such tliat MI< = 2, tizen O,(M) = (x E 2: : xM C iW> 
-07de7 in LT. Fwthe7mwe, fw any y E X(R), (~~(~))~ 
~JVX$ Since Z is a regular ring and a classical quotient ring of A, and since 
M’contains a regular element of 2, it can be shown that the usual homomorphism 
gives O,(M) r HomA(M, M). S ince M is a finitely generated, Projective 
A-module, M @ N = F for a finitely generated free A-module F. Then the 
-module Hom,(M, n/r) is a direct summand of om,(F: F) and hence is a 
itely generated R-module. 
Clearly O,(M) is an R-subalgebra of & we next show that #f)K = z. 
Since sl: is a K-algebra and M. K = Z, there are regular elements sij E AZ3 
i, 3. = 1 ,.-*3 n, and elements pijli E I?, i, j, k = I,..., n, so tba: 
mimj = f  &m, 
t k=l 
i si3 , we have mjs, E O,(M) for each j. Then .Z = MK C 
If y E X(R), (O,(M)), C O,(M,). Let x, E O,(MJ; then .iVVxy C IV’, implies 
that for each i = 1 j-.9 a, CmJy5 = CL (y~~(~))~(m~)~ for SOme pi4 59 E R= 
‘These equations hold in an open-closed neighborhood of y; let e be the idem- 
potent associated with this n ghborhood. Then (*ye), = xv and (xe) c 1-u. 
Hence (O,(M)), = O,(M& 
‘We next obtain an analogue of a result of Auslander and Goldman [2, Roposi- 
tion 7.1, p. 3871 which provides examples of maximal orders. We first Prove 
a lemma for orders in central separable K-algebras over a p.p. ring 
is integrally closed in K. 
LENIK~ 1.7. Let A be an R-order in a central separable K-algebra 2’ oae;” an 
integrally closed, p.p. ring R. Then Z(A) = R. 
.Bw$ Let a E Z(A); since AK = & a E Z(E) = K. Since elements of A 
are integral over R, a E K is integral over R, hence a is contained in R. 
PROPOSITION 1.8. Let R be an integrally closed, pp. ring, and let A be a centd 
sepmabb R-algebra. Then A is a maximal order iti 22 = A OR K. 
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Proof. We have A contained in .E under the usual map, since A is R-flat. 
By [5, Lemma 5.1, p. 611 A OR K is a central separable K-algebra. If r is an 
R-order in Z: containing A, then by Lemma 1.7 the center of F is R. Thus by 
[2, Theorem 3.3, p. 3761 r cr: A OR (F’r) under the natural multiplication map 
(where FA = {CC Er : xy = yx for ally E A}). If y E F” then y E Z(A OK K) = K, 
and since R is integrally closed in K, y E R. It follows that PA = R, and 
A E A OR .F* N r. But since the isomorphisms are the natural multiplication 
maps, A = r. 1 
It follows from this proposition that Rnxn , the collection of all n x n matrices 
over R, is a maximal order in Knxn . 
B. Orders over semihereditary rings. 
G. Bergman has given the following stalkwise characterizations of semi- 
hereditary and hereditary rings R [3, Theorems 3.1 and 4.41 which will be used 
throughout this paper. 
PROPOSITION 1.9. The ring R is semihereditary if and only if R is p.p. and 
each R, is a Priifw domain. 
THEOREM 1.10. The ring R is hereditary ;f  and only ;f  the following conditions 
are satisjed. 
(i) R is p.p. 
(ii) B(R) is hereditary. 
(iii) Each aon-zero-divisor of R is invertible at all but finitely many stalks. 
(iv) Each R, is a Bedekind domain. 1 
Our aim is to generalize results for orders over Prufer (Dedekind) domains 
to results for orders over semihereditary (hereditary) rings. 
Auslander and Goldman [I, Theorem 2.31 showed that when R is a Dedekind 
domain and A is a maximal order in a central separable K-algebra 2, then A 
is both a right and left hereditary ring. We next show that when R is a (semi)- 
hereditary ring and A is a central separable R-algebra (hence a maximal order 
in A @ K by Proposition l.$), then A is both a right and left (semi)hereditary 
ring. The attempt to determine whether an arbitrary maximal order A over 
a (semi)hereditary ring R is a (semi)hereditary ring motivates much of this paper. 
PROPOSITION 1.11. If R is a hereditary (semihereditary) ring and A is a 
separable, projective R-algebra, then A is both a right and left hereditary (semi- 
hereditary) ring. 
Proof. If R is hereditary and I is a right ideal of A then I, being a submodule 
of the projective R-module A, is a projective R-module. By the projective lifting 
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property of separable R-algebras [5, Proposition 2.3, p. 481, I is right 
A-projective, and hence A is a right hereditary ring. A similar proof holds wheE 
I? is semihereditary. 
Orders over Priifer domains have been studied recently by D. Miller [I 
although he did not restrict himself, as we do, to the case in which L’is a sepaia 
K-algebra. We obtain results for orders over semilereditary rings which are 
similar to his results for orders over Priifer domains. 
Miller showed [13, Proposition 1 .S] that A is an R-order in a simple K-alg 
Z: if and only if A is a prime, faithful, module-finite R-algebra. %r, the case 
a semihereditary ring, we replace the prime condition with a condition we define 
next. We tail ring A a locally phme ring if whenever a& = 0, there exists 
a central idempotent e E A such that ea = a and (1 - e)b = 6. We note that 
a locally prime ring is semiprime. The proposition below justifies our choice 
of terminology. 
PROPOSITIQN 1.12. Let (i be a module-$&e R-algebra. over a comrn~%a%~~e 
ring 63. Then for each x E X(A), A, is pGme if and only if A is locally phze. In 
particulnr, a commutative ying R is locally prime if and only if R, is an integral 
&main for eaclz x E X(R). 
a3uooJ (3) If  arlb = 0 then aJ,b, = 0, for ail s E X(/Q and since each 
A2 is prime, 0, = 0, or b, = 0, and hence (sup 0) ,Q (sup b) = $A Since XcA4) 
is a compact, totally disconnected, Hausdorff space, there exists an opec closed 
set 5’ such that sup a C V and sup b C X - V. Let e be the central idempotent 
associated with V; then ea = a and b(1 - e) = b. 
(G) To show &/r. is prime, suppose a,A,b, = 0,. Let g, ,,~.9 g, be the 
generators of A over R. Then n,(gJ,b, = 0, for i = I,..., FE, and hence there 
exists an open-closed neighborhood V with associated idempotent e such that 
a,A,b, = 0,) for all y  E I’. Then (ea) A(eb) = 0, and hence by hypothesis there 
exists a central idempotent f  E A such that fen = ea and (1 -J”) eb = eb. It 
follows that fxa, = a, and (I2 - fJbm = b, . But fz = 0, or JL = I, since f  
is a central idempotent of A. Hence a, = 0, or b, = 0, and A, is priie. 
Throughout the rest of this section we assume R is a semihereditary riq. 
The following theorem characterizes R-orders in central separable K-algebras 
over sernlhereditary rings. By a torsionfree R-algebra we mean one no nonaern 
element of which is annihilated by a regular element of 2’2. 
THEOREiv 1.13. The R-algebm A is an R-order ilz a central separable ~-a~~e~~a 
.Z if and o&y if A is a module-j&&e, locally prime, torsiopzfree, central R-algebra. 
Pmf. (*) Le_mma 1.7 implies that A is a central R-algebra and hence 
X(R) = -Y(A). A is clearly a module-finite and torsionfree R-algebra. Fcr each 
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x E X(R), fl, is a module-finite, faithful R,-algebra. Miller’s result [13, 
Proposition 1.81 then yields that /l, is prime for each x E X(R), and hence by 
Proposition 1.12 (1 is locally prime. 
(+) Since /l is a locally prime ring and a torsionfree R-module, fl, is a prime 
ring and a faithful R,-module for each x E X(R). By Miller’s result fl, is an 
R,-order in the simple Artinian ring fl, OR, K, . Let Z = /l OR K, then for each 
Since /l is a module-finite central R-algebra, by Proposition 1.2 fl, is a central 
R,-algebra. It then follows from the fact that & = Ip, . K, that ,& is a central 
K,-algebra. Each ,Z, , being a central simple K&-algebra, is a central separable 
K,-algebra [5, Proposition 1.2, p. 1321 and hence by Propositions 1 .l and 1.2 
.Z is a central separable K-algebra. 
As in the case R is a Priifer domain, orders are projective R-modules. 
PROPOSITION 1.14. A Jinitely generated R-&module M of a projective 
K-module L is R-projective. In particular an R-order is R-projective. 
Proof. Since LK is K-projective and M is finitely generated, we may assume 
that M is a submodule of the free K-module Kn. Since Mg is finitely generated, 
there exists a regular element b of R such that M N bM C Rn. The ring R is 
semihereditary so that M is R-projective. a 
PROPOSITION 1.15. If  {& : i = l,..., n) is a $nite collection of R-orders in ,Z 
then n Ai is an R-order in Z. 
Proof. I f  c E 2, (T = &ST’ for li E /li and si E R. Hence there exists a regular 
element s E R such that US E n /li and CT = (US)(@) E (n A,)K, so (n A,)K = 2: 
We have the exact sequence 0 -+ fl, n /l, + fl, @ /l, + fl, + /l, -+ 0. 
Since fl, + A, is R-projective by Proposition 1.14, /‘l, n /l, is a direct summand 
of fl, @ .& and therefore is finitely generated. It follows by induction that n /.li 
is finitely generated. Thus r) A, is an R-order in Z. 1 
We next show that the property that rl is semihereditary is a local property. 
This along with Proposition 1.4 reduces the question of whether a maximal 
order fl is semihereditary to the still open question in the case in which R is 
a Priifer domain. 
We first note that by [13, Lemma 1.21 an order fl over a semihereditary ring R 
is a coherent ring (every finitely generated left and right ideal is finitely 
presented), since R is a coherent ring and fl is a module-finite R-algebra which 
is projective as an R-module. 
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PROPOSITION 1.16. Let A be an R-order in C: 
(a) A is a right (left) semihereditavy yirg if and only ij A, is a right (iejjt) 
se~~i~~e~ed~ta~y ring for every x E X(R), 
(b) A is a right (left) semihereditary ring ij alzd only ;J A,, is a right (~ejt) 
sem~he~ed~ta~y ring joy every maximal ideal m oj 
Prooj. (a). (=P) Let I, be a finitely generated right ideal of A2 . ‘I&P there 
exists a finitely generated right ideal P’ of A such that (I’), = 1, . Since 2” is 
a right R-projective A-module, I’ OR R, =I, is a right A OR 
jective module. 
(-) Let I be a finitely generated right ideal of A; since A is coherent, I is 
finitely presented. Since RR, is a flat W-module, one can show as i.~ [I, Lemma 2.4, 
p. 61 that for any right A-module N 
[Ext,,“(l, IV& = Exta(I, N) OR R, 
z Ext:&& (I OR R, , N OR R,) z Ext;& ) NJ = 0, 
fm all x E X(W). H ence Exthn(l, N) = 0, and I is a projective right A-mociule. 
jb) follsws in the same manner from the isomorphism 
(%,“(I, N))m s Ext”,,(L s Iv,,). 
J&bough we are unable to answer the question of whether every maximal 
order is a semihereditary ring, we do obtain equivalent conditions for a semi- 
hereditary ring to be a maximal order. The following lemma will allow 3s to 
reduce to the case in which ,Z is a central K-algebra. 
LEMMA 1.17. Ij A is a semihereditary order in a projective reparable K-aketifa 2 
then &I = Z(A) is a commutative semihereditary Gag, and $L is the total quotie~zt 
.riag of 114, 2 is a central sepmable L-algebra. 
BOO$ Since A is finitely generated over M and 2 is the total quotient ring 
of A with denominators in M, it can be shown that L is the center of Z. Hence 
we have the following diagram: 
w 
Let Y = X(M) and X = X(R). If y E Y then y n B(R) = s f X. 
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We first show that il is locally prime. For any y E Y, fl, = A/y/l has ZV = 
Z/y,E as its total quotient ring, and ,ZV is Artinian since it is a finite dimensional 
algebra over the field K, . Since ,Z is a finitely generated separable K-algebra, 
,Z’ is a regular ring, so that ,ZV is also regular and hence semisimple. It follows 
that fl, is a semiprime Goldie ring. Since fl, is also a semihereditary ring, 
fl, is a direct sum of prime rings [ll, Theorem 4.31. But since fl is finitely 
generated over il!l, il, is indecomposable, and hence /l, is a prime ring. We have 
thus shown that ./l is locally prime. It then follows that & is a simple Artinian 
ring, and hence any central idempotent of ZV is either 0, or 1, . Thus Y = X(E) 
and we have the following diagram: 
By Bergman [3, Corollary 9.31, M is integrally closed in L and M is a p.p. ring. 
Thus to show M is semihereditary it suffices to show that M, is a Priifer domain 
for all y E Y. Since M, is integral over R, and integrally closed in L, , Mu is 
the integral closure of R, in L, , where L, is a finite dimensional field extension 
of K, . Hence MV is a Priifer domain [S, Theorem 22.3, p. 2771. 
By [5, Theorem 3.8, p. 551 ,Z is a central separable L-algebra. 1 
Let ./l be a semihereditary R-algebra and M a finitely generated, projective 
A-module. The support of M is an open-closed subset of X(A). If e is the idem- 
potent associated with the support of M, we call fle the szlpport ykzg of M. We 
use this definition in our analogue of Miller’s result [13, Theorem 2.41. 
PROPOSITION 1.18. Let A be an R-or& in a projective, sepalable K-algebra Z, 
where .A is a semiheveditavy ying. Then the following conditions ave equivalent: 
1. A is a maximal R-order in 2. 
2. Any Jinitely generated, projective A-module M is a generator over its 
support ring. 
3. All finitely generated idempotent two-sided ideals of A are geneterated by 
a central idempotent. 
Proof. By Lemma 1.17, without loss of generality we can assume that /l is 
a central R-algebra. 
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1 1 
m? 
(1 * 2). Since lW can be written as a direct sum of finitely generated right 
ideals, it suffices to consider the case where M = I is a kinitely generated right 
ideal of A. By Proposition 1.5, sup(P) is an open-ciosed subset of 2k’; let e be 
the associated idempotent. We’next show that Ae is a maximal. Re-order in Ze; 
the’ situation is as pictured: 
ff Ae E I’ C ZSE. for some Re-order r, then (I - e)A 0 r is an 
properly containing A. Thus it suffices to assume sup M = ,Y. 
By Propositions 1.4 and 1.16, A, is a semihereditary maximal order in *I;j, over 
the Priifer domain R, and hence by [13, Theorem 2.41 and the observation that 
Miller’s result holds for finitely generated projective modules as well as ideals, 
we have tr(M,. = A, . We next show [tr(M& = tr(I,). Gleariy [tr(M)j, C 
tr(.MZ) = A, . Let a 6 A be such that a, E tr(MJ. Since Mis a finitely generated, 
projective A-module, by [S, p. 141, Hom(M, A> @a R, z WomAE(MX 7 A,). 
Thus a2 = Z(~~Z(~,)),(X,), for & E A, fk E Hom(n/i, A) and ok:, E I. This equation 
holds in an open-closed neighborhood of x with associated idempotent h. Then 
ah = ~~~(z~~~)(~~h) E tr(M), so (ah), = a, E (tr(I))$ , and the equality is 
established. Since A, = tr(MJ = (tr(M)), for all x E X, A = tr(M), and M 
is an R-progenerator. 
(2 = 3). If I is a finitely generated idempotent ideal then I is projective, 
and hence tr(1) = As, where e is the idempotent associated with I. Since 1 is 
idempotent, tr(1) = I, and so I = Ae. 
(3 3 1). By Milier [13, Theorem 2.41, to show A, is a maximal order in L’, 
it sufEces to show that A, has no nonzero proper finitely generated idempotent 
ideals. Let I be a finitely generated ideal of A such that 0, +I, is an idernpotent 
idea! of Air . Let the generators of I be gI , g, ,*.., g, ; then there exist Y,kj(Xj E R 
SO that the equations (gi), = Ck,j (g~),(gj),(Yf~j(Z))3: for i = I,..., Y?Z hOid. 
Hence these equations hold on some open-closed set with associated idempotent e. 
Thus le is a finitely generated idempotent ideal of A and (Ie), = IX . Hence 
Ie = Af for some central idempotent f of R. Since I, + 0, , then. fs = 1, ? 
and so J;: = AZ. Thus A, . a maximal order in -“, for every N E X(R), and A 
is a maximal order in .Z” 
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Proof. These exists a regular element s E R so that sl” C A. Then I = AC 
is a regular, finitely generated, left ideal of A which is projective since A is 
semihereditary. Thus by Proposition 1.6 O,(I) is an R-order in 2: Clearly 
I’C O,(I), and since I’ is a maximal order r = O,(I). 
Since A is a maximal order, by Proposition 1.18 I is a generator over the 
support ring of I, which is A. Since r = O,(I) s Horn&, I), A and I’ are 
Morita equivalent. 
2. ORDERS OVER HEREDITARY RINGS 
Throughout this section let R be a commutative hereditary ring with total 
quotient ring K, and let .Z be a projective, separable K-algebra. Since K is a 
hereditary, regular ring, it follows from Proposition 1 .l 1 that .Z is a hereditary 
ring and from a stalkwise argument that Z is a regular ring. 
Classically [6] A was called an order in ,Z over a Dedekind domain R if A 
satisfied condition (*) below: 
(*) A is an R-subalgebra of 2 such that evwy element of A is integral over R and 
AK = Z. We shall next show that when R is a hereditary ring and A satisfies 
condition (*), A is a module-finite R-algebra, and hence A is an R-order under 
our definition. Hence, just as in the case in which R is a Dedekind domain 
[15,p. 1261,when R is a hereditary ring our earjier definition of order is equivalent 
to condition (*). We will present an example which shows this equivalence fails 
in general when R is only a semihereditary ring. 
We will first prove the equivalence in the case where Z is a central separable 
K-algebra. We will next prove some results in the case where .Z is a commutative, 
projective, separable K-algebra. Using the fact that if ,?Z is any projective 
separable K-algebra, and if L = Z(2), th en ,Z is a central separable L-algebra 
and L is a commutative, projective separable K-algebra, we combine our results 
to prove the general result. 
We now consider the case in which 2 is a central separable K-algebra; until 
we complete this case we will assume that 2 is a central separable K-algebra, 
Our proof of the equivalence of the two definitions in the central separable case 
is similar to the proof when R is a Dedekind domain [5, p. 138-401, although 
our lack of the ascending chain condition on R causes some complications. 
By [12, Theorem 2.1, p. 1181 ,Z has a weakly Galois splitting ring N, i.e. N is 
a, finitely generated, projective, faithful K-module which is a commutative, 
separable K-algebra, the N-module HomK(N, N) is generated by the K-algebra 
automorphisms of N, and, furthermore, N OKAX E Hom,(V, V) for some 
iV-progenerator V. 
LEMMA 2.1. N is a regular ring and for each x E X(K), N, is isomorphic to 
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a direct sum of isomorphic jields N, N N,e, @ . . . @ Id’$e, 9 where iV,ei is a j&e 
Galois field extemion of K,e, fey i = 1 ,..., n. 
PYOOJ Since Nz is a commutative algebra, separable over the field K, ) 
N, is a direct sum of fields. A standard sheaf argument shows N is regular. 
By [I$, Theorem 3.2, p. 901 N, is weakly Galois over K, , and hence if 
G = Aut, (NJ then G 
[17, Propoliti 
N, = K, [18, Theorem 3.4, p. 911. It then follows by 
1.3, p. 7231 that the fields in t e decomposition of Iv, are 
isomorphic. 
The Skolem-Noether theorem is generalized to central separable algebras 
over regular rings: 
LEMMA 2.2. Let N be a commutative regular kzg, A a central se~a~a~~e 
N-algeba, and C$ an N-algebra automorphism of A. Then # is an inner mto- 
~YPhiSrn of A. 
Let fi’ = X(N). Since # ON 1, is an NV-algebra a~tomorp~sm of 
A 
[a: ln 
inner by the Skolem-Noether theore Hence a standard sheaf argument 
12, p. 119-201 shows that 4 is inner. 
Since V is N-projective, there exists an modufe L and a free N-module 
N” such that V @L N N”. We next define a trace tr: Hom,(V, y)-+N. 
For each ,8 E HomN(V, V), we first extend ,8 to an CL rn&RJ~~: IV”“) = Ss,,,, 
by setting cr(l) = 0 for all I EL and CL(V) = /3(s) fo E Ve We then define 
tr@) to be the trace of the matrix 01 E N,,, . 
First we shall show that for each fixed integer m, tr(@ is independent of the 
summand % chosen. For if V @L = V’ @L’ where F z V’, t&n since tRe 
projective N-modules L and L’ are determined up to isomorphism by their rank 
functions [14, Corollary 15.41, we have L =L’; let 4: L -+L’ and #: V-+ V’ 
be the isomorphisms. Then C# + #: N” -+ N” is an N-module a~tomorpb~sm” 
If CL’ is p extended to NV” using L’, then tr(ol’) = tr((+ + #J) a(+ + $)-I) = 
tr(m($ + &rY# + 44) = tr(4. 
Second we show that tr@) is independent of m, the rank of the free N-module 
Nm. Let K be the minimal positive integer such that V is a direct summand of 
N”. Then if uz > K, V 0.L @ Nmwk N N”, and since 0: is zero on AT+;;, 
the trace of /I extended to Nn” is the same as the trace of ,6’ extended to N”. By 
the preceding argument, tr(/3) is independent of the complimentary summand 
of N”, and therefore tr(/3) is independent of m. 
Next we define a map p-t: L’ -+ N by rt(a) = tr(Pa(l ais a)) for a E 2, where 
is an N-algebra isomorphism, h: N OK .Z --+ Hon?,( V, V). We claim that the 
ap rt is independent of the N-algebra isomorphism h. Suppose g: N OK ,Z -+ 
omN(V, V) is another N-algebra isomorphism; then h-lg is an N-algebra 
automorphism of the central separable N-algebra N OK A’. Thus by Lemma 2.2 
h-12 is inner, and so there is a u E Hom,(V, V) such that g(a) = u.h(a)u-1 for 
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each a E 2‘. We extend u to Ncrn) by setting u(Z) = 1 for all 1 EL and we consider 
U, h(a), g(a), u-1 as elements in Hom,(N?, N”). Then tr(g(a)) = tr(uh(a)u-1) = 
tr(h(a) U-ru) = tr(h(a)), establishing our claim. 
We next show that for each a E 2, rt(a) E K. Since by [18, 3.4, p. 911 NC = K, 
where G is the group of all K-algebra automorphisms of N, it suffices to show 
rt(a) is fixed by all elements of G. For 46 E G, 4 OK 1 is a K-automorphism of 
iv @KZs so + can be considered as a K-automorphism of Hom,(V, V). Then 
,+(h(+-1 @ 1)) is an N-isomorphism g from N &,E to Hom,(V, V), and for 
each a E .Z, $(A(+-r @ 1))(1 @ a) = +h(l @ a), so since tr is independent of 
the isomorphism between N & Z and Hom,(V, V), tr($h(l @ a)) = 
tr(h(1 @ a)). F ur th ermore, tr[%(l 0 a)] = $[tr(h(l @ a))] so$[tr(h(l 0 a))] = 
tr(h(1 @ a)), establishing that rt(a) = tr(h(1 @ a)) E K. 
Finally, we show that if a E A, rt(a) E R. For each x E X(R), the K-algebra 
homomorphism rt: Z -+ K induces a map rt,: Z;, -+ K, , where ,Z, = 2 OK I& 
and rtz(aJ = (rt(a))% . The N-algebra isomorphism h: N OK E + Horn&V, V) 
induces an N,-algebra isomorphism 12,: iV, OK, Z;, + Hom,S(Vz , V,>. We can 
also consider rt,(a,) as being obtained as follows: since V $ L = N”, then 
V, @Ix, = N,“, and we may consider h,(a,) as an element of Ho~,~(V, , V,) 
and set h,(a,)(Z,) = 0, f  or all 1, EL, to extend h,(a,) to an element of 
HomNlc(N,“, N,“). Then the trace of the matrix &(a,) is rto(a,). 
Now by Lemma 2.1 we know N, = N36el @ . . * @ N,e, , where N,ei is a Galois 
field extension of K=e, for each i = 1 ,..., n. Then V, = V,e, @ . . @ Vg, , 
(Nze,)” = V,e, @ L,e, for each i, Hom,O(V, , Vz) = @ Hom,,i(V,ei , V,e,), 
.and Diagram 1 commutes. Since the computation of tr is independent of the 
rank of the free N$e,-module, and by the commutativity of Diagram 1, we 
have Yt(a,e,) = tr(h,(a,)eJ = Yt,(a,)ei . S ince the front face of the diagram 
is the classical situation, by [5, p. 1391 rt,(a,eJ E R,ei , But Yt,(a,)e, E Rzei 
implies rtx(aa) E R, and hence (yt(a))= = &(a& E R, . Since (rt(a))$ E R, for all 
x E X(R), Yt(a) E R. 
DIAGRAM 1 
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LEMMA 2.3. If we de$ne 'y: z -+ Horn&, K) by Y(a) = rz(a--), then Y 
is a K-modu2e isomorphism. 
Proof. The K-module homomorphism !P induces a KG-module homo- 
morphism 3Fjc: 2, -+ Wom,&Zz , IQ.) where Y’Jn,) = rf,(n,-) = (~@a-))= . 
Since the ki=,-module homomorphism Y’L: .Z.,e, + Horn, e (Zzq , KzeJ defined 
by Y$,(a,eJ = rt,(a,e,-) = (rt(a-))ze, is an isomorphi&! [5, Lemma 2.5, p 
1391 and the diagram below commutes, we have that “u, is an isomorphism. 
If Y(a) = 0 then ‘Pz(a,) = 0, implies n, = 0, ) and hence !P is one-to-one. 
Similarly if fE HomR(,Z, K) then fz E HomKG(Zj, , K,), and hence there is an 
a(x) E Z such that [Y(Lz(x))]~ = Y,Ja(x),) = fx . A standard sheaf argument 
gives Y onto. 
The following lemma will be used repeatedly; it is the main tool used in 
overcoming the lack of an ascending chain condition. 
LEMMA 2.4. .h?t $? th a ht?redit@ry risg. 
(i) If 1 is an ideal of R such that IK is jkitely generated as a K-moduie, 
then I is jinitely generated as an R-module. 
(ii) More general&, if M is an R-module, hT a jkitely gepleraled, projertive 
R-mod&e, and P aJinitely generated, projective K-module, $1 C N C P, and if 
is a $ku?eEy generated K-module, then M is a $vaiteJy generated R-module. 
Proo$ (i). Since IK is a finitely generated ideal in the regular ring K7, 
IK = ~431 for an idempotent e E I?. We claim that I is a regular ideal of eS’. 
Since I,K, = Kz for at1 x E sup(e), sup(l) C sup(e) and clearly sup(l) = sup(e)” 
Hence I C eR. Since sup(e) is an open-closed subset of A-( 
together an element of I which is regular in eR. Since regular ideals in a here- 
ditary ring are finitely generated [3, Corollary 4.3, p. 2X!], I is a finitely generated 
&-module, and hence a finitely generated R-module. 
(ii). Without loss of generality, we can assume that N is a free R-module, 
P is a free K-module, and KN = P. The proof is by induction on the rank of 1"81. 
The case n = 1 follows from (i). 
Assume the result holds when the rank of N is less than n and assume the rank 
of N is FL Let N = @ Cp-, N, , where Ni is a rank 1 free R-module; then 
P = @ Cy=, KN, where KN, is a rank 1 free K-module. Let v: P -+ KN, 
be the projection of P onto the first coordinate. Pf 7~ iiv is the restriction of z to NY 
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ker(r IN) = @ CFX, Ni . Consider z(M) C Nr C KN, . Since r(M)K = n(MK) 
is a finitely generated K-module, by (i) V(M) is a finitely generated R-module. 
Since R is hereditary and Nr is R-projective, n(M) is projective, and therefore 
M = ker(rr IM) @L, w h ere L is isomorphic to n(M), and hence L is a finitely 
generated R-module. But ker(n lM) C @ x?“=, Ni and MK = (ker(r IM))K @ LK, 
and therefore ker(7r lM) K is a finitely generated K-module. By the induction 
hypothesis, ker( rr M is a finitely generated R-module. I ) 
PROPOSITION 2.5. If A satisfies condition (*) and ,Z is a central separable 
K-algebra, then A is an R-order. 
Proof. It suffices to show that A is a module-finite R-algebra. Since Z is 
a finitely generated, projective K-module and K is a semihereditary ring, 
,Z is isomorphic as a K-module to a direct sum of finitely generated ideals of K. 
Hence ,Z e @ uIIK, where uij can be assumed to be chosen in A. Since K is 
regular, ui3K s fiK for some idempotents fi E R. Let L be the R-submodule of 
.A generated by {ui,). Since L is a finitely generated R-submodule of a projective 
K-module, L is R-projective by Proposition 1.14. Define gij E HomK(.Z, K) by 
g&u,,) = fi and gij(up,,) = 0 if p # i or 4 # j. Since Y is a K-module iso- 
morphism between ,Z and ,E* = Horn& K), there exist vzj E 2 such that 
yt(ai,a) = gij(a) for all a E ZT. Let Lc be the R-submodule of .Z generated by 
{aij}; by Proposition 1.14 Lc is a projective R-module. Let 
T = {t E ,Z : yt(tL) C R}; 
we claim that T = LG. First note that {vi,> generates Z as a K-module, since 
(gi,> generates Z* as a K-module. Furthermore figil = gij , and hence 
Y(ui3) = gi3 , which implies f,vij = vij . Now let t E T; then t = C,,, kppDn , 
and so if rt(tL) CR, then d(tuij) = ~t((z~,~ k,p,,)z+) = C,,, ksaYt(w,,ui,) = 
C,,, kD4gDQ(ui3) = ki3gzj(uij) = kiifi E R for each i and j. Thus 
t = C ksavm = c (kmfi)) v,, EL’, 
924 P,P 
and hence T C Lo. Next let b = C ~~~~~~ ELc. Then 
rt(buJ = c r&(v,,Uij) = C ~w&uid = rzjfi E R, 
P*q 934 
and hence rt(bL) C R so b E T and T = Lc. Since AK is a finitely generated, 
projective K-module, Lc is a finitely generated, projective R-module, and 
A C Le C AK, we have that A is a finitely generated R-module by Lemma 2.4. 1 
The following example shows that the preceding theorem cannot be extended 
to the case in which R is a semihereditary ring which is not hereditary. Let R 
be the ring of eventually constant sequences of integers (R is the subring of 17z 
generated by @Z and the “long one” of XZ). By Bergman’s results, Proposition 
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1.9 and Theorem 1.10, R is a semihereditary ring which is not be 
total quotient ring K of R is the subring of IQ generated by 
““long one” of f;ro. Let 2’ be the ring of 2 x 2 matrices over K and let A be the 
subring of .Z generated by @Z,,, and long matrices of the form [T “<y], where 
m, n, p, 4 E Z. Clearly AK = q also A is integral over R since it is integral 
at each stalk of its Pierce representation. It is clear that A cannot be finitely 
generated over R since any finite subset of A can generate matrices (a,,) with aI 
odd in only finitely many “slots”. 
We have thus completed the central separable case, so that from now on Z 
will denote any projective, separable K-algebra. Before completing the general 
case we need to prove some results in the situation where E is a commutative, 
projective, separab!e K-algebra and A/i’ is the integral closure of R in L. 
PROPOSITIQN 2.6. Let R be a commutative hereditary r&g with total puotiee;vli 
G:g K, L a commutative, separable, projective K-algebra, and M tke integral 
cdosuve of R in E. Then M is a jinitely generated, projective -module. ~~ythey~aoye 
M is a he~editay~v ring. 
PFOO$ Since L is K-projective, the dimension function is continuous and 
hence Locally constant on X(R) = X(K) by Pierce [id, Theorem !5.3]. He 
witbout loss of generality we may assume that dim, L, = n for every x E X( 
Let gl ,...) g, be a generating set fork over K such;hat (g& ,..‘, (gJz is a basis 
forL, over K, for each x; such a set can be chosen since dimK L, = n for each 2:. 
If a EL, then left multiplication by a is a K-linear endom&ohism of the free 
K-module L; hence in the standard fashion we may define the trace of a; T(a), 
Note that (T(a)), is the trace of the K.&near endomorphism of L, induced 
by left multipiication a3: . It is well-known in the classical situation [I 5, Theorem 
IO.1 p. 1251 that (T(a))z wiI1 be in R, wheneve: a, E Mz ; whence T(a) E R 
whenever a E M. 
Since L is separable over K, T induces a nondegenerate K--bijinesr forln on 
.L N L given by (a, b) + T(ab). By clearing denominators if necessary, we znay 
assume that the basis g1 ,..., g, of L over K is contained n-r I&/p. 
be a dud basis chosen by T(hjgjtii) = S,, . Take HZ E lLe m = 
mg, E A, T(mgJ E R, but T(mg,) = T(x k,h,g,) = C kjT(hjg,) = 
is contained in the finitely generated, free R-,module 8’ = @ Rhj . FVe PZOW 
have M C F CL and MK = L, and hence by Lemma 2.4 n/l is z finitely generated 
-module. Note that since R is hereditary and A CH;: A is also R-projective. 
We shall show that M is hereditary using Bergman’s characterization, Theorem 
1.10. 
(i) By Bergman’s characterization, Proposition 1.3, M is a p.p. ring, 
4, is clear’iy the total quotient ring of M, and L, being a finitely generated, 
separable K-algebra is a regular ring. If e is an idempotent of L, then e satisfies 
the manic polynomial x2 - x E R[x] and so e E M. 
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(ii) Since all idempotents of L are in M, B(L) = B(M). Since L is here- 
ditary by Proposition 1.11, it follows that B(L), and hence B(M), is hereditary. 
(iii) Let y E Y = X(M); then y n B(R) = x, a point in X(R). We 
claim that Mu is a Dedekind domain. We have the following diagram, where L, 
is a finite dimensional field extension of K, . 
We claim that M, is the integral closure of R, in L, . It is clear that M, is integral 
over R, . If 1, EL, is integral over R, ) Z, is integral over M, . But since M is 
integrally closed in L, MY is integrally closed in L, ; and so 2, E M, . By [4, 
Corollary 2, p. 5011 n/r, is a Dedekind domain. 
(iv) Let n be a regular element of M. We can write u-1 = ms-1 for s 
a regular element of R and m E M. Thus a;’ E M, for all but perhaps finitely 
many x, ,..., x, E X(R). Since M is a finitely generated R-module, there are at 
most finitely many qj E X(M) such that zij n f?(R) = x, for each i [4, Proposi- 
tion 3, p. 3291. 
For y E Y = X(M), let s = y n B(R). Then there is the natural homo- 
morphism MjxM = M, ++ M, = M/yM. Hence if az E Mz is invertible 
in M, , then a, E MV is invertible in M, . Thus a is invertible, except possibly 
at the finite set (Q} C Y. 
Since M satisfies all four of Bergman’s conditions, it is a hereditary ring. 1 
We now use the results which we have accumulated to prove the following 
general theorem. 
THEOREM 2.7. Let A satisfy condition (*) in a projective, separable K-algebra 
2. Then fl is a module-finite R-algebra. 
Proof. Consider the following diagram where N = Z(A), L = Z(,Z), M is 
the integral closure of M in L, and r = AM. 
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Since K is hereditary and Z is K-projective, L is K-projective. By [5, Theorem 
3.8, p. 55; Z is a central separable L-algebra, and L is a commutative, separable 
K-algebra. By Proposition 2.6 M is a finitely generated, projective R-rnod~~~e 
and a hereditary ring. 
We now claim that I’ is an M-order in Z. Since /IK = Z, rL = .Z. Thus 
by Proposition 2.5 we need only show that elements of r are integral over M. 
Xt is sufficient to show that r, is integral over Mz for each x E X(R). Since d, 
is an &-order over the Dedekind domain R, in ZX , the classical arguments give 
that ,4, is a finitely generated R,-module. It follows that r, = ,4,Mz is finitely 
generated over M, , and hence .F, is integral over MS . Hence r is a finitely 
generated, projective M-module. 
Since M is a finitely generated, projective R-module, r is a finitely generated, 
projective -module. We then have fl C I’C 2, and AK = Z is a finite1 
generated module; hence by Lemma 2.4 /.I is a finitely generated R-module. 
An easy Zorn’s Lemma argument proves the following important corollaryy. 
COROLLARY 2.8. Any R-order in Z is contazned in a 
3. MAXIMAL AND HEREDITARY ORDERS OVER HEREDITARY 
Throughout this section R is a commutative, hereditary ring with total 
quotient ring K, ,Z is a projective, separable K-algebra, and A is an R-order in 2’” 
The purpose of this section is to show that maximal R-orders in 2’ are hereditary 
and to determine the structure of hereditary orders in terms of the maximal 
orders. suits of Jacobinski [9] and of Robson [16] on the structure of hereditary 
orders ich hold in the case when R is a Dedekind domai re shown to hold 
in general when R is any hereditary ring; however, the 
structure theorems for maximal orders due to Ausiander and oldman do not 
generalize to hereditary rings. 
We show that if fl is either a maximal order or a hereditary order, the sturdy 
of /i can be reduced to the situation in which Z is a central separable K-algebra. 
After proving this reduction we implicitly assume in the proofs of this section 
that 2 is a central separable K-algebra. 
The reductions use the proofs of Proposition 2.6 and Theorem 2.7. We have 
the situation where L = Z(E), N = Z(n), M is the integral closure of R in L, 
and F = AM. We have shvwn that M is a commutative hereditary ring with 
total quotient ringl, Z is a central separable L-algebra, and r is an M-order in ,X0 
If /I is a maximal R-order then /I = L’ (so M = N) and the reduction follows. 
Ef fl is a hereditary order, by [3, Corollary 9.3, p. 2311 N is integrally closed 
inL, and so N = M and the reduction is complete. 
In the case in which R is a Dedekind domain, Auslander and Goldman 
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[l, Theorem 2.3, p. 51 showed that a maximal order is a hereditary ring. We shall 
show that a maximal order over a commutative hereditary ring is a hereditary 
ring. It follows from Proposition 1.16 and the result of Auslander and Goldman 
that a maximal R-order /.l is a semihereditary ring, a fact we record below. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. A maximal R-order is a semihereditary ring. 1 
We show that all maximal orders are hereditary by proving that all semi- 
hereditary orders are hereditary. We shall first show that the regular ideals of fl 
are invertible. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let A be an R-order. 
(a) I f  b is regular in A, then b, is a unit in A, , except at perhaps Jinitely 
many x E X. 
(b) Let a E A. Then there exists an idempotent e E 2 so that e, E A, and 
(aA)$ = (eA>, hold, except at perhaps finitely mar$ x E X. 
(c) Regular Tight (left) ideals of A are J’initely generated as right (left) 
A-modules, and hence A has a.c.c. on regular right (left) ideals. 
(d) Let I be a right (left) ideal of A such that IK = I,Z is a$nitely generated 
generated right (left) ideal of 2. Then I is jinitely generated over A. 
Proof, (a). Since b-1 = As-1 for h E /l and s E R, then s$ E A, except for 
perhaps finitely many x E X(R), and hence b;’ E II, almost everywhere. 
(b). Since 2 is a regular ring, a,Z = e,E for some idempotent e E 2. So 
e = a . (T for (T E 2, where u = hb-l for h E fl and b a regular element of R. 
But b;’ E R, almost everywhere. 
(c). By (a), if I contains a regular element b E 1, then b;’ E A, except at 
x, ,..., x, E X(R). Since I%, is a regular ideal of the right Noetherian ring ,$,, , 
it is finitely generated over fl, . Let g,,(q) E I for i = l,..., n andj = l,..., m(xi) 
be such that ((gij(xi)),} gener&elzi . Then{b,gil(xi): i = I,..., n,j = l,..., m(x$ 
generates I over /l since {b, , (gij(x,)),} g enerates 1, over /I, for each x E X(R). 
(d). Since 2 is a regular ring and I,Z is a finitely generated right ideal of ,E 
then I2 = e.Z for some idempotent e E: Z: By Proposition 1.3 sup(e) is an open- 
closed subset of X(K); let f E R be the associated idempotent of sup(e). Then 
I CfA and so eE C fZ, and hence without loss of generality we may assume 
sup(e) = X(K) (for otherwise we prove the result in the situation Rf, Kf, 
flf, Zf). If we let J = /l n (1 - e)Z, then since ,Z = AK, JK = (1 - e)Z. 
Then(I@J)K=e,Z@(l-e)Z=& and hence I @ J is a regular ideal of/l. 
By (c) I @J is finitely generated, and so I is finitely generated. 1 
LEMMA 3.3. Let A be a semihereditary order and I be a regular right (left) 
ideal of A. Then I is invertible, and hence I is Tight (left) A-projective. 
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PYOO~. By Lemma 3.2 I is finitely generated as a right (left) A-module and 
hence as an R-module. Let {g, ,..., gJ generate I over 42; then ((g&-J generate 
Is over R, . By Proposition 1.16, for each x E X, fI, is semihereditary, and since 
3c is a Dedekind domain, each A, is hereditary. Since I is a regular right ideal of 
, 1% f  0, for any x E X, and hence there exist (hi(x) : i = I,..., n), hi(x) E Z’, 
such that for i = I ,..., n and j = l,..., n we have Z(gi)m(hi(~))a: = 1, and 
Qwa4g?)z = (%3(4)2 f  or some uij(x) ~1. These equations hold in an open- 
closed neighborhood of x, and so we can “patch together” to get e!ements 
h 1 >.-.> A., E Z satisfying these equations. Hence (h,) CI-1 and FI = A. 
LEMMA 3.4. Any right ideal of A can be written as a direct slcm of right ideals 
with open-closed support. 
Proof. Let I be right (left) ideal of A. Then sup(l) is open; and since 
is a hereditary ring, by [3, Lemma 1.1, p. 2161 sup1 = iJ U, Y a disjoint 
of open-closed subsets of X. We claim that I = @ e,l, where ear is the idempotent 
associated with UZ. clearly @ e,I Cl’, so let i ~1. By Proposition 1.3, sup(i) is 
open-closed, and hence is a compact subspace of X. We have sup(i) C sup(f) = 
“J uLx T and hence sup i C UT=, U,, for some U,, ,.~., Ua, ~ Then i = I.&~ + 
.‘. + iebn E $ e,I because i, E (0 e,l), for each x EI. F&e sup(eJ) = Ua 
we have written I as the direct sum of right ideais having open-closed support. 
For a ring T and a T-module M, let G,(M) d enote the Goldie dimension of M. 
If  A is an R-order and if I is a right ideal, let g(l) = SU~,,~(G~~(I,)~. Observe 
that g(I) is finite, for if {gr ,..., gm} is a set of generators for A over R, then 
,(gdz 1’..9 (g& span -z;C over the field & ; hence = f&JL% < 
Gz (2Yz) < dimK .Z% < m. 0 22 
THEORZM 3.5. A right (left) semihereditayy order is right (left) hereditary. 
Proof. Let 4 be a right ideal of A. The proof will consist of showing that i 
is a direct sum of finitely generated right ideals. The proof will induct on g(I). 
I f  g(l) = 0, then I = 0, and there is nothing to show. 
Inductively assume that if g(J) < n, for a right ideal J of A, then J is a direct 
su-m of finitely generated right ideals of A. 
Suppose g(d) = n. By Lemma 3.4 we may assume without loss of generality 
that sup I is an open-closed set S. 
Take x E S. Since A, is a hereditary Noetherian prime ring, I, has a norrzero 
uniform direct summand U(x); we write 1% = U(x) @ C(Z). Pick a(x) E I such 
that a(x), is a nonzero element of U(x). Then there exists an idempotent e(x) E II 
such that a(s),EZ = U(x)ZZ = e(x)&% and C(x) C(1 - e(x)),ZE ~ Since 
a(x),.& = e(x)5cz=, , there is an open-closed neighborhood IV(x) of &Y, which can 
be assumed to be contained in sup(e(x)) and su.p(a(x)), such that e(x),&, = 
~(x)J~ for all y  in N(x). Since e(x)ll E A, , except possibly at a finite number of 
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points in the totally disconnected Hausdorff space X, we may assume e(x), E rl, , 
except possibly at y  = x for y  E N(x). 
Cover the compact set S with the neighborhoods {N(x)}, and extract a finite 
subcover N(x,),..., N(x,). Without loss of generality assume that they are 
pairwise disjoint. Let ei be the associated central idempotent of N(x,); (er ,..., en} 
will be an orthogonal family. Set a = CL1 a(x and e = C%, e(xi)ei ; then 
~4, = e,fl, and e, E fl, for all y  E S, except possibly for y  = xi , i = l,..., n. 
Furthermore ay # 0, and eY # 0, for all y  E S. Consider U(x,),..., U(x,). Let 
U(q) = a3cz-&z + (b&,4, + ... + (bc,Ls),i4, for bij ET‘. Since U(xi)2& = 
fh:,G, 7 e3El(bi3)3c, = (b& , this equation holds in an open-closed neighborhood 
of xi ; thus without loss of generality we may assume that eb,! = b,$ . Further- 
more we may assume that (ZQ), = 0, if K # i. 
Let H = aA + Cr=, cyil b,,A. We now show that HE = eZ: Since 
ebij = bij , for any x E X, agE C l&Zz C e$& . But aG.Zz = e,.& , and thus 
Hz& = e,.Z= . 
Let J = (1 - e)2 n I. Claim: 1 = H @ J. Certainly H + J C I, and 
HnJCe~n(1-e)~=O.Ifu~I,thenu=eu+(1-e)u.Itremainstobe 
shown that eu E H and (1 - e)u E J. Take x E X. If  x # xi , i = l,..., n, then 
edfl, = a,/.& so e=u, E adfl, C Hz . I f  x = xi , then u2& Al,, = U(x,) @ C(xi); 
therefore, u,* = zlzi + c,$ where zl,? E U(x,) and c5, E C(x,). Since 77(x,) C 
ezEZEi and C(x,) C (1 - e),~.2,i , ezzu,: = ~0,~ E U(x,) = Ha, . Since (eu), = 
e,u,EH, for all x, euEH. Also, (l-e)u=-u-eeu~In(l-e),Z=J. 
Thus the claim is proved and I = H @ J. 
The right ideal H is finitely generated by construction, and Hz # 0, for all 
x in S = sup(l). Whence G,*( Jz) + < GA.(&) for all x E S, so that g(J) 2 g(1). 
By the induction hypothesis J is a direct sum of finitely generated right ideals 
and hence so is I. Since fl is semihereditary, 1 is projective. Since I was arbitrary, 
fl is hereditary. 1 
COROLLARY 3.6. (a). A maximal R-order is a right (Zeft) hereditary ring. 
(b). An R-order A is right (left) hereditary ;f  and only ;f  .A, is right (left) 
hereditary for all x E X(R). 
(c). An R-order is right hereditary if and only ;f  it is left hereditary. 
Proof. (a) follows from Proposition 3.1 and Theorem 3.5. 
(b) follows from Proposition 1.16 and Theorem 3.5. 
(c) follows from part (b) and the fact that (c) is true when R is a Dedekind 
domain. a 
In the case in which R is a Dedekind domain and Z is a central simple algebra 
over the field K, Auslander and Goldman [l, Theorem 3.91 showed that any 
maximal R-order /I in 2 is Morita equivalent to an R-order Q in a K-central 
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division algebra A (equivalent to 2). In attempting to generalize this theorem, 
the class of algebras needed to play the canonical role of division algebras is no 
longer clear; one possibility is the class of K-algebras A for which each A, 
is a division algebra over K, . Unfortunately, the folollowing example shows 
that this class does not work. 
EXAMPLE 3.7. We will construct a hereditary regular ring .K and a central 
separable K-algebra .Z such that 2 is not Norita equivalent to any K-algebra A 
having A, a Kz-division algebra for each x E X. Let X be the one point com- 
pactification of the natural numbers. Let K, = C, the complex numbers, 
for a11 x # co, and let K, = R, the real numbers. There is a ring K with base 
space X and these prescribed stalks (K = @ C + “‘long reals” in D G); 
K is a hereditary, regular ring. Let 2 be a ring with the same base space X such 
that .Zz = C,,, for x # co, and let Zz be the real quaterions, where we consider 
the quaterions a subalgebra of C’s,, imbedded as I-G F] for complex x and W. 
We view K imbedded in 2 via scalar matrices; in fact, A’ is a finitely generated 
K-module with generators a, 6, c, and d where 
b, = [b -(!I , c, = [o g] I and d, = [y - 
The center of 2’ is K since K, is the center of Zz for each x. Since 27 is finite!y 
generated over X and separable at each stalk, 22 is a separable K-algebra. 
Suppose now that 22 is Morita equivalent to A where A, is a division ring for 
each x; say A = Hom,(E, E) for a CprogeneratorE. Since E is finitely generated 
projective over K, we have A, = Homz(E, E) @ K, N Homzz(Ez , E& 
VVedderburn’s Theorem this forces A, = C for x # co and LJ, = q;aaterions. 
This ieads to a contradiction since A must be K-projective, which forces the 
dimension function dim(x) = dim,$ d, to be continuous [14, Theorem I5 
but dim(x) = 1 except dim(co) = 4, and hence dim(s) is not continuous. 
The next result states that any two maximal orders in 2 are Morita equivalent; 
the proof follows as in the proof of Corollary 1.19. 
PROPOSITION 3.8. If  A is a hereditary order in .Z and ;f S is a maximal ordeer 
ita 2, then .Z g Q,(I) for some jizitely genera d, regular, lefi ideal H of A. me 
maximal orders in 2 aye Morita equivalent. 
The remainder of this section will be concerned with the structure of here- 
ditary orders. 
LEMMA 3.9. Let A C T be R-orders in 2 with A a hereditary order. Then T 
is a hereditary order. 
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Proof. I f  x E X, then /l, C r, are R,-orders with fl, hereditary. Hence I’, 
is hereditary [15, Theorem 40.4, p. 3671. It follows from Corollary 3.6 that r is 
hereditary. 1 
The next lemma shows that orders related by containment are surprisingly 
similar, independent of the size of X. 
LEMMA 3.10. If A C I’ are R-orders, then 
(i). fl, = r, , except for possibly finitely many x. 
(ii) If A is maximal in P (i.e. for any R-order A’, A $ A’ C T T A’ = r) 
then A, = r, except for possibly at most one x. 
A gi), P/A . 2s an Artinian R-module, so there exist orders A, ,..., A, , A = 
.*. E A, = r with Ai maximal in A,+l for i = l,..., n - 1. OF 1F 
Proof. (i). Since r is a finitely generated R-module and since /lK = ,Z:r) r, 
there exists a regular element b of R such that bI’C /.l. The ring R is hereditary 
so that b is invertible almost everywhere, which implies the result. 
(ii). Suppose that there are two stalks x and y  such that fl, &J’, and 
fl, & P, . Let U(x) and U(y) b e o p en-closed, disjoint neighborhoods of x and y  
respectively, with e the associated central idempotent of U(x). This gives a 
contradiction, for if fl’ = er @ (1 - e)fl, then /.l& fl’ C r. 7 
(iii). As in (i) there exists b regular in R such that bT C /l; it follows that 
r/A is a finitely generated module over R/bR, which is Artinian [lo, Theorem 
3.6 (iii)]. Thus S/A is an Artinian R-module and the result follows. 
Using Robson’s terminology [ 161 we define the following terms. Let A be 
a regular right ideal of a ring r. We call A a semimaximal right ideal if A is a finite 
intersection of maximal right ideals, i.e., if I’/fJ is a semisimple module. The 
idealizer of A Ir(A) = {h E r : XA C A} is the largest subring of r in which A 
is a two-sided ideal. I f  we start with a ring r and form a sequence of subrings, 
each the idealizer of a semimaximal right ideal in its predecessor, we call a ring 
obtained in such a sequence an iterated idealizer of r. Robson has extensively 
studied idealizers. The following theorem generalizes Theorem 6.3 of [16]. 
THEOREM 3.11. Let A be a hereditary R-order in 2:; then A is an iterated 
idealizer of a maximal R-order r. Conversely, any iterated idealizer of a maximal 
R-order is a hereditary R-order. 
Proof. The proof will actually show that if A &r are R-orders with A 
hereditary, with P possibly not a maximal order, then /I is an iterated idealizer 
of I’. By Lemma 3.9 any such order r is a hereditary ring. 
It follows from Lemma 3.10 (iii) that there is a chain of orders A = A, C 
4 s ... ,C fl, = rwith each /li maximal in Azfl for i = 0 ,..., n - 1. The proof 
will be by induction on n, the case n = 0 being vacuously true. 
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Inductively suppose that the result holds for a!i m < n. Since A, is maximal 
in A, , Lemma 3.10 (ii) shows that there is exactly one x for which (A& f  
(A& . By Robson [16, Theorem 6.31 there is a semimaximal right ideal B of 
(A& such that (A,), = IT(A,~E(B). It is easy to see that there exists a regular 
right ideal A of A, such that A, = B. Since A is a regular right ideal, there are 
only finitely many y  E X such that A, # (A,), . Using tht: fact that X is a totally 
disconnected Hausdorff space, it is easy to see that there is no loss in generality 
in assuming that A, = (Al), f  or ally, y  # X. In this case d is a semimaximal 
right ideal of A, since AI/A N (A&/& is semisimple. Furthermore, since 
A, = (A& if y  # x, h E A, will be an element of IAl if and only if 
A, EI(~~)~:(A,) = (A& if and only if h E A, ; hence A, = IA,(A). 
duction hypothesis A, is an iterated idealizer of I’ so that A = A, is afso an 
iterated idealizer of I’. Since A is contained in a maximal order I’ by Corollary 
2.8, the argument is complete. 
To prove the converse, an inductive argument shows that it is suEcient 
to show that if A is an idealizer of a hereditary order r at a semimaximal reguizr 
right ideal A of F’, then A = I,(A) is a hereditary order. By Propositions I.6 
and 1.15 A = O,(A) n r is an R-order. For each x E X(R), 0, f  A, is a seml- 
maximal right ideal of the hereditary Noetherian prime ring 1”, , and hence 
by Robson [16, Theorem 4.31 IrlA,) is a hereditary ring. Since A is a regular 
ideal, by Lemma 3.2 it is a finitely generated R-module, and h 
VrW, = -b&J. H ence by Corollary 3.6 A is a hereditary ring. 
The fohowing theorem is a generalization of Proposition 4 of Jacobinsk; [9] 
characterizing the hereditary R-orders in ;Z: in terms of regular prime ideals in 
maximal -orders. By an integral ideal L of .Z we lnean a finite!y generated 
R-submodule of some maximal order .P in .Zc, where LK = .Z. 
~‘HEOZEM 3.12. Let {PI ,..., Pr) be agy set of distinct regular (two-sided) 
pnke ideals of a maximal R-order I’ in 2, where 2 is a central separable K-algebra. 
IfPI ... P, =E, f.. L, is a proper factorization (i.e. C,(L,) = O,(L,+,)) of PI . . ’ PT 
into integral ideabLi of 2, then A = r\l,“=, O,(L,) is a hereditary R-order contained 
zk F. Comersely, erery hereditary R-order in .Z can be obtained i?z t~~~s~~as~~io~. 
PYOOf. y  Propositions 1.6 and 1 .I5 A is an -order in 2 and for any 
3 E W3, Od(Li),) = (CW-& . S ince (I’,), is either Tz or a nonzero prime ideal 
of J-cc 2 we have that A, is a hereditary R,-order by the classical case of the 
theorem. Thus A is hereditary by Corollary 3.6. 
Conversely, let A be a hereditary R-order in Z: y Lenarna 3.10 (i) there are 
only finitely many stalks q )... x, at which Aai is not a maximal order in .Z=:,. I 
Let VI ,.~., V, be a collection of disjoint open-closed subsets which cover .k, 
with xi E Vz ) and let er ,..., e, be the set of orthogonai central idempotents 
obtained by letting ei be the associated idempotent of V’, . y  Jacobi&ii’s 
theorem there is a maximal order -4; in Z;, and distinct prime ideals 9, ,.*,, Qtioi, 
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of /l; together with integral ideals Ki, ... KiS, of ZzS such that Qzi .,. Qil,ll = 
JL, ... Ki, and fl,% = fl& O,(Kij). By a standard construction there 1s a 
maximal order J’(xJ which contains fl, integral ideals L(x,)r ,..., L(xJ,$ , and 
regular prime ideals P(xJr ,..., Pi, of r(xJ such that r(x& = A; , 
(Wi>lc>301 = Kz,c > (%d,)z, = 52~ 3 and I-J:, P(x& = JJ;==, L(x,), . Further- 
more, we may assume that L(x& = r(x&, if y  # X. Let r = Cy=, eJ(xi), 
Pii = (1 - e,)r @ ~,P(x& , and L,, = (1 - e,)I’ @ e,L(x,), . 
I f  y  is not in X, , then (Pi!)* = I’, and (I& Pi3)zl = J& (Pij)y = r, = 
(nik L& . At x, for 1 < u 6 % (II-L P& = Il~l (PujL, = II-L (Lu?Jrw = 
(J&L&.. . Thus we have nij Pij = nik Li, , since it holds at every stalk. 
A similar argument shows that fl = nilc O,(Lik). 
I f  p is a prime ideal of R, then there is a unique x E X(R), with x Cp, (X = 
(idempotents in p>). Let F be the image of p in R, = R/xR. If  /l is a hereditary 
R-order it is easy to see [lo, Lemma 3.11 that fl, g (A,), , and hence fl, is a 
classical hereditary order over a discrete rank one valuation ring R, = (RJJi . 
We may then define the type of fl, as in the classical case [15, p. 3601. It follows 
easily from Lemma 3.10 (i) that fl, is a maximal order over R, , except at perhaps 
finitely many prime ideals p of R. Using ideas similar to those in the previous 
theorem we may generalize [15, Theorem 40.81 to obtain the following. 
THEOREM 3.13. Let A be a hereditary order in a central separable K-algebra 
27 and let S = (p, ,..., pm) be the set of prime ideals p of R at which A, is not a 
maximal order. Let yi denote the type of the hereditary li,%-order Api , 1 < i < m. 
(i). There are precisely fly=, ri distinct maximal R-orders in Z cofztaining A. 
(ii). There are precisely nr=, (2~ - 1) distinct R-orders in Z containing A. 
(iii). There aye Cy=, yi orders in Z which minimally contain A. 
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